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What is This?
Novel Arthroscopic Classification of Osteochondritis Dissecans of the Knee

A Multicenter Reliability Study


Investigation performed at Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA

Background: Several systems have been proposed for classifying osteochondritis dissecans (OCD) of the knee during surgical evaluation. No single classification includes mutually exclusive categories that capture all of the salient features of stability, chondral fissuring, and fragment detachment. Furthermore, no study has assessed the reliability of these classification systems.

Purpose: To determine the intra- and interobserver reliability of a novel, comprehensive arthroscopic classification system with mutually exclusive OCD lesion types.

Study Design: Cohort study (diagnosis); Level of evidence, 3.

Methods: The Research in OsteoChondritis of the Knee (ROCK) study group developed a classification system for arthroscopic evaluation of OCD of the knee that includes 6 arthroscopic categories—3 immobile types and 3 mobile types. To optimize comprehensibility and applicability, each was developed with a memorable name, a brief description, a line diagram corresponding to the archetypal arthroscopic appearance, and an arthroscopic photograph depicting this archetype. Thirty representative arthroscopic videos were evaluated by 10 orthopaedic surgeon raters, who classified each lesion. After 4 weeks, the raters again classified the OCD lesions depicted in the 30 videos in a new, randomly selected order. Reliability was assessed via the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC).

Results: The interobserver reliability of this novel arthroscopy classification was estimated by an ICC of 0.94 (95% CI, 0.91-0.97) for the first round and 0.95 (95% CI, 0.93-0.98) for the second round. According to the standards for the magnitude of the reliability coefficient of Altman, these ICCs indicate that interobserver reliability was very good. The intraobserver reliability was estimated by an ICC of 0.96 (95% CI, 0.95-0.97), which indicates that the intraobserver reliability was similarly very good.

Conclusion: The ROCK OCD knee arthroscopy classification system demonstrated excellent intra- and interobserver reliability. In light of this reliability, this classification system may be used clinically and to facilitate future research, including multicenter studies for OCD.
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Osteochondritis dissecans (OCD) was initially described as a spontaneous condition that brings about detached pieces of the articular surface without any other considerable damage to the joint.19 OCD has been recently defined as a focal, idiopathic alteration of subchondral bone with potential for instability and disruption of adjacent articular cartilage that may result in premature (early secondary) osteoarthritis.12 Many factors have been described that influence selection of optimal treatment of OCD lesions in the knee. The following factors have been listed as common branch points in treatment algorithms for the condition: presence or absence of symptoms, skeletal maturity, size of lesion, stability of lesion, fissuring about margins of lesion, degree of detachment, adequacy of subchondral bone, and salvageability of loose fragments.2,4,6,8,10,14,25 History, physical examination, and imaging studies help to characterize many of these features.

Ultimately, arthroscopic evaluation provides the best assessment for the following subset of features of the OCD lesion: stability, fissuring, and detachment. Several
systems have been proposed for classifying OCD of the knee during surgical evaluation.\textsuperscript{17,11,16,18,21,22} However, a recent review of these arthroscopic classification systems highlighted that no single one includes all features.\textsuperscript{17} That is, an OCD lesion cannot be comprehensively classified through any one system. Furthermore, no study assessed the reliability of any of these classification systems. A reliable arthroscopic classification system would not only have clinical utility in providing surgeons with a common language when addressing this complex entity but also permit the future study of treatments for OCD lesions with different features.

Consequently, the Research in OsteoChondritis of the Knee (ROCK) study group described a novel, comprehensive arthroscopic classification with mutually exclusive OCD lesion types that were easily memorable and identifiable. The purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis that this classification system would yield acceptable intra- and interobserver reliability.

**METHODS**

Description of Novel Arthroscopic Classification System

The ROCK study group developed a classification system for arthroscopic evaluation of OCD of the knee. The system involved 6 arthroscopic categories (Figure 1). To optimize comprehensibility and applicability, each category or type was described with a memorable name (eg, “trap door”), a brief description, a line diagram corresponding to the memorable name, an illustration corresponding to the archetypal arthroscopic appearance, and an arthroscopic photograph depicting this archetype.

Study Design

Sample size estimates for raters and subjects were performed a priori through the principles described by Giraudeau and Mary.\textsuperscript{15} Specifically, in the setting of 6 categories, 30 representative arthroscopic videos were planned to be evaluated by 10 orthopaedic surgeon raters. Specific arthroscopic videos were selected by 3 other surgeons (J.L.C., K.G.S., E.J.W.) to represent the spectrum of disease, including 3 to 7 videos for each category.

Raters did not participate in the video case selection or preparation. Raters did participate in a training module (including archetypal arthroscopic photos, videos, and line drawings) before rating the first round of videos. The training module used an entirely separate set of images, without any overlap with the set of study images. Raters were also provided with a printed page with some tips for distinguishing borderline cases (Table 1).

The videos were placed in a random order as a single movie with 30 chapters on a DVD, which did permit repeated playback of each arthroscopic video. The 30 arthroscopic videos were rated by each of the 10 raters, in a blind fashion. After 4 weeks, the raters were provided with a second DVD, with the 30 videos in a new, randomly selected order. These videos were then blindly rated again by each reviewer.

Statistical Analyses

Intra- and interobserver reliability was assessed through the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), which, when applied to categorical data, is exactly equivalent to the weighted kappa with quadratic weighting.\textsuperscript{13} Calculations were performed with Stata Statistical Software (Release 10; StataCorp). The magnitude of the reliability coefficient was interpreted according to the “standard” initially proposed by Landis and Koch\textsuperscript{14} and then slightly adapted by Altman\textsuperscript{1} as follows: 0.00 to 0.20, poor; 0.21 to 0.40, fair; 0.41 to 0.60, moderate; 0.61 to 0.80, good; and 0.81 to 1.00, very good.

**RESULTS**

The interobserver reliability of this novel arthroscopy classification was estimated by an ICC of 0.94 (95% CI, 0.91-0.97) for the first round and 0.95 (95% CI, 0.93-0.98) for the second round. According to the standards for the magnitude of the reliability coefficient of Altman,\textsuperscript{1} these ICCs indicate that interobserver reliability was very good.

The intraobserver reliability was estimated by an ICC of 0.96 (95% CI, 0.95-0.97), which indicates that the intraobserver reliability was similarly very good.

In the 4 cases of perfect agreement, 3 were classified as “craters” and 1 as a “wrinkle in the rug.” In the 26 cases with some disagreement, 20 cases involved classification into 2 adjacent types (“locked door” and “trap door”), 4
cases into 3 adjacent types (“trap door,” “locked door,” and “crater”), and 2 cases into nonadjacent types (“locked door” and “crater”).

With respect to mobile and immobile, 6 cases involved classification into the adjacent types of “wrinkle in the rug” and “locked door,” defined as immobile and mobile, respectively.

**DISCUSSION**

To our knowledge, there has not been any previous study of reliability for any arthroscopic classification system of OCD. After the extraction of important features from previously published treatment algorithms and arthroscopic classification systems, as well as
entertaining additional features from expert consensus, the novel ROCK arthroscopy classification was created to include these important features within mutually exclusive OCD lesion types. In the current study, this new classification system was found to have very good reliability.

Language and Definitions

To maximize reliability while maintaining usefulness, the language of this novel classification system was chosen carefully. Specifically, other published arthroscopy classifications have used “stable” and “not displaceable” to describe the mechanical integrity of the subchondral bone of fragments that are in place. One classification also used “fragment mobile with compression,” which seemed to clarify this point. Therefore, the current classification system dichotomizes on the basis of “mobile” and “immobile” lesions because this most closely describes the feature that is actually observed during arthroscopy. Specifically, mobility describes whether the progeny fragment can be observed to move with probing, with respect to the surrounding cartilage and bone.

In addition, other published arthroscopy classifications have used “discontinuity,” “fissure,” “breach,” “detached,” and “loose” to describe the cartilage integrity. These terms are related to the descriptors “in situ,” “dislocated,” “detached,” and “loose,” which describe the position of the fragment with respect to its normal position. While these terms describe the features observed during arthroscopy, the current classification system combines the cartilage integrity and fragment position into a logical and graduated continuum from “cue ball” to “crater.”

Of note, salvageability was purposefully omitted. A salvageable fragment can be saved. Features typically associated with salvageable fragments include the following: the fragment contains bone on deep surface, the fragment is one piece, and the fragment contains undamaged articular cartilage. An OCD lesion best classified by any of the 6 types is salvageable; that is, even a “crater” with a congruent surrounding cartilage and bone. One classification presented in the current arthroscopy classification may be a salvageable lesion; that is, even a “crater” with a congruent cartilage. An OCD lesion best classified by any of the 6 types and graduated continuum from “cue ball” to “crater.”

CONCLUSION

The ROCK OCD knee arthroscopy classification system demonstrated very good reliability. In light of this reliability, this classification system may be used to facilitate a common language by surgeons who encounter or address such lesions intraoperatively, as well as to facilitate future research, including multicenter studies for OCD.
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